Review of the 2001 AJCC staging system for cutaneous malignant melanoma.
The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system for melanoma has recently been revised and published. The previous staging system had not been substantially modified since the late 1980s. In a series of papers, the staging system for melanoma was critically analyzed, and many shortcomings were identified. Many well-established prognostic factors were not used in the staging system. This assessment has led to a substantially modified staging system for cutaneous melanoma in 2001 that is a considerable improvement over past staging systems, albeit more complex. The following modifications are the most important: 1) The primary determinant of tumor (T) staging is tumor thickness as measured in millimeters. The Clark level of invasion is now used only for defining T1 (< or = 1mm) melanomas; 2) The cutpoints for tumor thickness are less than or equal to 1 mm, 1 to 2 mm, 2 to 4 mm, and greater than 4 mm; 3) Ulceration has been added in describing the primary tumor; 4) Local recurrence, satellite disease, and in-transit metastases have similar prognosis and are now all classified together as regional stage III disease; 5) Size of lymph node as prognostic factor has been eliminated and replaced with the number of positive nodes; 6) The presence of an elevated serum lactic dehyrogenase level is used in the metastasis (M) category. This revised staging system more precisely defines prognosis and will improve the stratification of patients in future clinical trials.